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The remarkable diversity in the vigorous life of crime fiction has dramatically 

increased the interest in it over time. Although a dearth of academic engagement 

with the genre is not unnoticeable, the recent proliferation of theory informed 

approaches have been instrumental in imparting a rich, intellectual texture to the 

changing patterns that crime fiction is projecting over the years forming its own 

responses to the socio-cultural milieu which is the ground from where it evolves. 

That crime fiction has a deep-rooted socio-cultural tie becomes prominent as 

we follow the development of the figure of the detective on whose shoulder rests the 

core responsibility of disseminating justice and hence, restoring order. Such an 

examination would be fruitful for investigating a typical bias underlying crime 

fiction in its representation of the women sleuths. 

Stephen Knight in his phenomenal study of crime fictions Crime Fiction, 1800-

2000:  Detection, Death, Diversity characteristically points out that the figure of the 

detective, male or female, was not always there. While the Newgate Calender stories 

were highly laced with Christian sentiments and depended on the confession of 

crime to spot the guilty, a self sufficient individual inquirer was not at all 

encouraged in England during and after the French Revolution where such 

enquirers were unprestigiously called spies-often considered a synonym for 

detectives. William Godwin, the creator of the prototype detective figure Caleb 

Williams, the eponymous hero of his 1794 book, indicated at that time that ‚the 

figure of a hero who bears values powerful enough to defeat the threats of the text is 

not yet possible in crime fiction‛(Knight 12). It was, however, in 1828 that the first 

disciplinary detective at a rational level was formed with Bulwer’s Pelham. This 

creation would become the precedence for Poe, Gaboriau and Doyle who would in 

turn create mature detective figures who were essentially male.  
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It is interesting to note that there is no notable presence and proliferation of a 

female investigator in spite of the fact that as early as 1864 Andrew Forrester had 

tried his hands at the creation of Mrs. G in The Female Detective who was working for 

the police at a time when so such female police officers were present in reality. The 

woman inquirer was also a repeatable figure in Gothic fiction playing a substantial 

role in identifying the criminal. The initial success of Mrs. G prompted imitation that 

led to the creation of Mrs. Paschal in Revelations of a Lady Detective (1865) where as 

Kayman points out she operates like ‘an independent professional’ (124). Although 

the presence of these fictional female detectives makes it clear that the publishers 

were aware of the presence of a substantial audience for them, the absence of a 

parallel rise of the female detective with the male detective raises a number of 

questions. In fact the story of the development of crime fiction is essentially ‘his’ 

story – a development from man to man. Right from the biblical puzzle solving 

stories to the later mature, stylized ventures by Poe, Doyle to the American 

hardboiled versions by Raymond Chandler, Dashiell Hammett and the like, the 

detective world has been a man-studded world which has made the figure of the 

detective essentially male.  

Even the two prominent female writers of the Golden era of crime fiction, 

Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers, became popular and celebrated creating 

male detectives Hercule Poirot and Lord Peter Whimsey respectively. It was much 

later that they ventured forth to produce female versions in Miss Jane Marple and 

Harriet Vane respectively. But these versions lacked the tactfulness when compared 

to their male counterparts. The profession of a detective involves innumerable life 

risking challenges and an intense use of mental and physical prowess. That the fair 

sex can take up those challenges is unimaginable to a society in which the female is 

the object of protection and cannot be the subject. Moreover the emotional excess 

that women are generally characterized with is always considered a hindrance in the 

matters of crime detection. Women are to base their existence within the domain of 

the domestic sphere and as such are considered unsuitable for the job. 

  Raymond Chandler’s famous description of the private eye in The Simple Art 

of Murder goes:  

*…+ but down these mean streets a man must go who is not himself mean, 

who is neither tarnished nor afraid. The detective in this kind of a story must 

be such a man. He is the hero; he is everything. He must be a complete man 

and a common man and yet an unusual man. He must be, to use a rather 

weathered phrase, a man of honour. (Chandler 18) 
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The insistence on ‘man’ is extremely clear here. It is due to this that though 

sensational and Gothic fiction embodies women characters who are not passive 

victims of the oppressive male but are resisting and defying dominance, the history 

of the evolution of the female detective is quite bleak. 

Maureen Reddy opines that it was the prevalent bourgeois and patriarchal 

ideology that thrusted the female detective into oblivion so much so that women 

became popular in crime fiction either as victim or as villain. The position of woman 

in Holmes’s stories is ‚dark, disruptive, inexplicable presences who either require 

male protection or pose threat to masculine order that must be contained. Women 

can never at as detective themselves in a Holmsein world‛(192). The immensely 

gifted Irene Adler is not allowed to use her gift for the purpose of detection and has 

to be satisfied with Holmes’s admiration only. Even Christie’s spinster detective 

does not provide a promising picture as she is portrayed as the spinster stereotype of 

a nosy lady who is an amateur detective and has nothing much to think about in life 

except mind other’s business.  

In America as well the single, lone, masculine lifestyle of the male detective 

did not provide much space for the female counterpart. Roth, in Foul and Fair Play: 

Reading Genre in Classic Detective Fiction, claims that in detective fiction ‚gender is 

genre and the genre is male with women only figuring to flesh out male desire and 

shadow male sexual fear‛ (113). In fact in areas of law enforcement the 

representation of women was very thin in reality at that time. So the presence of 

women detectives in real and fictional world was quite unlikely then. The centrality 

of the white, male, heterosexual subject as the private eye reduced the image of the 

female appearing in these fictions either as a vamp or a victim thus encoding the 

fears and prejudices of the male centered world. Women in hardboiled mode were 

thus created as the ‘other’, the femme fatale, the embodiment of apparent threat, an 

anti thesis of the hardboiled male detective. 

  Thus, it can be noted that hard boiled as well as earlier forms of detective 

fictions endowed the figure of the detective with masculinity so much so that ‘male’ 

was appropriated as an epithet for a detective. The female detectives of the era, 

scarce as they were, were portrayed to fit into this framework. Anthony Coxon and 

Charles L. Jones interestingly point out in The Images of Occupational Prestige (1978) 

that stereotyping is one of the cognitive processes that goes on to create the implicit 

theories that people hold about the external world. They then deal with 

identification rules that use the reasoning that if they are fulfilling a specific job or 

role then, they can be expected to have specific traits. This quick categorization 
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upholds expectations of appearance or presents an incongruous appearance grant 

power or powerlessness. The stereotyping of the male figure of the detective is 

essentially a process that goes on with the creation of the subject consciousness of 

the detective. The male figure of the detective is a sort of stylization that is repeated 

within a rigid regulatory framework, carried on over time, to create the appearance 

of substance, a natural sort of being. The processes used by the detective created the 

detective; since the processes were erstwhile masculine, so was the detective. In fact 

the female entering the detective genre has to appropriate into the existing 

framework in order to be attested and accepted as a detective. Wherever she has 

tried to differ she has been marred by resistance that insists that she creates her form 

in accordance with the male norms. She has been questioned as an independent 

investigator, her authority challenged, she has been relegated to the periphery and 

all these are the direct result of her gender.  

In fact a disappointing case in hand is P. D. James’s 1972 venture An 

Unsuitable Job for a Woman where she creates Cordelia Gray. Contrary to the title the 

story traces the successful transformation of Cordelia as a detective from an assistant 

in a detective agency. Raising high hopes as the substitution of the male detective in 

the wake of the feminist movements of the era, the next installment of Cordelia Gray 

mystery The Skull beneath the Skin (1982) is a great setback which pictured Gray as a 

utter failure who is unable to solve the central mystery, takes a male detective for its 

solution and thus reasserts the power structure. This failure invokes fear of the 

destruction of the female subject in an essentially male framework. Therefore, what 

seems to be the requirement now is not a substitution but the manipulation of the 

tools of the existing detective fiction in the subversion of the genre to promote the 

rise of a new subject.  

According to Judith Butler, there seems to be no easy way to know whether 

something is subversive because subversiveness cannot be gauged or calculated. For 

a copy to be subversive of heterosexual hegemony it has to both mime and displace 

its conventions. The same can be said about the female detective figures. They are 

drags to the extent that the imitative structure which is their basis reflects the 

hegemonic structure that produces it. As Sara Salih states that Butler asserts that 

gender acts are not performed by the subject, but they performatively constitute the 

subject. Thus acting out gender will at once draw attention to the constructedness of 

the identities that may have a vested interest in presenting them as ‘natural’ and 

‘essential’, so that it would be true to say that all gender performances are actually 

parodic, thus revealing the imitative nature of gender. It is this imitation, this 
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repetition of acts that naturalizes the appearance of gender. But Butler points out 

that all parodies are not subversive. Those parodies which reinforce the existing 

power structure are not subversive. 

Then what is it that constitutes subversion? Is subversion possible in a genre 

which is essentially male? Sarah Salih comes up with an interesting observation, 

following Butler, that if gender is a regulated process taking place in language, it 

may be possible to repeat one’s gender differently. This repetition to be different 

requires a different use of the tools that enable the repetition. Butler, thus, asserts, 

that ‘the task is not whether to repeat, but how to repeat, and through a radical 

proliferation of gender, to displace the very gender norms that enable the repetition 

itself‛ (148). In an interview with Liz Kotz in Art Forum Butler further states, ‚I do 

think for a copy to be subversive of heterosexual hegemony it has to both mime and 

displace its convention.‛ She is optimistic enough about the possibilities of 

denaturalizing, proliferating and unfixing identities in order to reveal the 

constructed nature of heterosexual identities. Salih explicates, ‚This is not then ‘the 

death of the subject’ or if it is it is the theoretical death of an old, fixed subject, and 

the birth of a new, constructed one characterized by subversive possibility and 

agency‛(Salih 67). Subversion must take place from within the discourse because 

that is all there is. 

In keeping with Butler’s notion of subversive performitivity it is possible to 

state that there lies ample scope for the rise of the female detective as a new subject 

taking up the tools of the existing genre and manipulating it her ends.  The 

mechanisms by which she has been marginalized can be in turn utilized in her favor 

to create a subject who would follow the conventions her way thus creating new 

norms out of the old. 

There are many examples of contemporary writers who have tried to rework 

and subvert by reinventing the figure of the detective. Lisbeth Salander is one such 

detective is born out of clichés but manages to transcend them. A tattooed detective 

and a deeply troubled researcher/hacker of the millennium trilogy is a signal 

creation in the history of female detectives. Stieg Larsson’s most important 

achievement is probably the creation of the protagonist who is so original. Even a 

cursory reading of the three novels is enough to make the readers realize that 

Lisbeth is different from all pre-existing female detectives. As mentioned earlier 

there are plenty of female detectives known for their courage and intuitive 

intelligence but each one of these detectives is identified as being mostly feminine. 

What sets Lisbeth apart is her gender ambiguity. She refuses to be confined to the 
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binaries of feminine and masculine in the conventional sense. Even though Larsson 

did create a number of female characters in the Trilogy, the central heroine is 

uncompromising in every way which is initially projected by her appearance.  

Stieg Larsson has named Pippi Longstocking as his inspiration for such an 

unconventional protagonist— 

I have tried to swim against the tide compared to ordinary crime novels. I 

wanted to create main characters who differ dramatically from the ordinary 

crime characters. My point of departure was what Pippi Longstocking would 

be like as an adult. Would she be called a sociopath because she looked upon 

society in a different way and did not have any social competences? She 

turned into Lisbeth Salander who has many masculine features. (Fister 1) 

The original title of the novel The Girl with the Dagon Tattoo translates into Men Who 

Hate Women which brings to the forefront the violence women are subjected to in 

their daily lives. The plot reflects an undercurrent of misogyny which has hereby 

been overlooked. In is interesting to note that Larsson takes up a masculine genre of 

a crime novel to do so where women are presented either as vulnerable beings in 

need of protection or as a femme fatale who seduces characters to their doom. 

Larson manages to rework the genre and subvert its masculinity to provide the 

readers with a thoroughly original character who defies the boundaries of being a 

female in a crime novel. He does so by presenting some of the most gruesome 

episodes of violence on women from a female point of view—the author presents the 

momentary helplessness of a woman. Although excessive violence is very much a 

part of genre Larsson refashions this by presenting a woman who refuses to play the 

role of a victim.  

The author provides many descriptions of her especially in the first book The 

Girl with the Dragon Tattoo— 

[Lisbeth] dressed for the day in a black T-shirt with a picture on it of E.T. with 

fangs, and the words I AM ALSO AN ALIEN. She had on a black skirt that 

was frayed at the hem, a worn-out black, mid-length leather jacket; rivet belt, 

heavy DocMarten boots, and horizontally striped, green-and-red knee socks. 

She had put on makeup in a color scheme that indicated she might be 

colorblind. (44) 

This description aligns her with the Goth sub-culture and even though Larsson has 

never mentioned this in the trilogy most of the movies based on these books present 
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the character of Lisbeth as Goth figure. In an essay titled Lisbeth Salander and the 

“Truth” about Goths by Robert Young and Lynne McDonald-Smith states that— 

A Goth identity seems almost synonymous with being deviant, weird, and an 

outsider. In Lisbeth’s case [...] she is indeed a social outcast. Most of her 

associates are fellow Goths, punks, similarly deviant individuals, or computer 

hackers—another group portrayed as a loose clique of eccentric loners who 

enjoy flouting social and legal conventions and who are equally suspicious of 

mainstream culture. (15)   

This reinforces the idea that Lisbeth refuses to be part of the mainstream culture and 

her appearance ensures that she is as unconventional as possible. Moreover, 

Lisbeth’s tattoo’s become a tool of reclaiming her body and a way to self assertion. 

Thus, they too become a site for defiance.   

Lisbeth Salander challenges our sense of social norms. Her black lipstick, 

tattoos, and body piercings send out a message of non conformity while her reticent 

and withdrawn behaviour is often mistaken for incompetency. But appearances can 

be deceiving as we see another Salander who inspires admiration as she is 

extraordinarily intelligent. Lisbeth Salander is described by her boss Armansky as 

being a very thorough researcher who submits detailed and accurate reports. As her 

history unfolds, it reveals a past marred by domestic violence, sexual exploitation 

and psychological abuse. Her resilience is truly remarkable in the face of all these 

abuses and misogyny that exists in the Swedish society at large.  We have to admire 

her for surviving in the face of unspeakable adversity.  

Often a victim of abuse in the novel, she refuses to remain passive in the face 

of exploitation—sexual and economic—and takes control of her situation usually 

without the help from her male partner. There is no mention of Lisbeth in any 

nurturing role nor is she presented as being overtly emotional instead Lisbeth is 

defiant of the traditional rules which is reinforced by her sexuality too. And, despite 

the fact that she is sexually active, she shrinks from physical expressions of closeness 

and intimacy as well as any forms of emotional attachment. 

Regardless of the confines of gender she manages to assert power and defy 

authority. One important episode occurs towards the final section of The Girl with the 

Dragon Tattoo where Lisbeth rescues Blomkvist from the clutches of the criminal 

reinforcing a reversal of the traditional gender roles. Barry Forshaw in Death in a Cold 

Climate states that— 
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Larsson contrasts her rebarative personality by aligning her*…+ with another 

rebel*…+ a middle-aged journalist who*…+ is undertaking a kind of 

redemption by looking into a string of gruesome murders*…+ their role 

reversal –in terms of generic (and gender) expectations—is one of the signal 

coups of the book. (65)  

Even her chosen field of expertise is computer hacking which is considered to be a 

typically male dominated field. Hacking becomes a means of financial independence 

as well as a source of power through information. This choice of expertise is 

important because women are traditionally associated with areas where there is a 

domination of emotions over reason. The cyberspace becomes a space for 

empowerment of women and Lisbeth claims this technological space for herself. 

Therefore, this space becomes a place where Lisbeth can assert her identity. 

Sandra Yingling in her essay titled ‚The Magnetic polarizing woman‛ raises 

an important question— 

Would Lisbeth’s qualities evoke quite so strong a reaction had she instead 

been ‚The Boy with the Dragon Tattoo‛? Would readers still be asking, ‚Who 

does he think he is?‛ A brilliant, monosyllabic, arrogant male computer hacker 

with little emotional expression who has a plan to put old-guard authority 

figures in their place is a familiar stereotype of fiction. (196) 

Thus, the appeal of the trilogy can be credited to the presence of a literary heroine 

who manages to unsettle the readers’ by flouting all social and conventional 

expectations. She is an outlaw and a dangerous one too in an androcentric world. 

Her hacking skills retain a sense of power for her since she has the ability to delve 

into any personal/ professional space of individual. Blessed with a photographic 

memory she has no qualms of getting underhand information. She is a street-smart 

cynic who takes law into her own hands and is hard-hearted enough to dispense 

justice in her own style. Because of her defiance of the traditional gender roles she is 

forever doomed to be an outsider and her refusal to follow stereotypical gender 

behavior continues to get her into trouble which begins with her being locked in a 

mental institution. 

Therefore, Larsson in the tragic representation of the female violence reflects 

the cultural anxiety in a society that is patriarchal in every sense of the term where 

women have a minimal and muted role to play where such unconventional woman 

denied any space in the society. At the same time Larsson manages to subvert the 

existing notions of crime fiction. He has drawn inspiration from many sources and 

conventions of this genre; be it the locked room mystery of the classic Golden age of 
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detective fiction or the thriller fashioned after the American hard-boiled fiction. But 

the appeal of his fiction lies in the reworking of an essentially masculine genre to 

subvert the image of the stereotypical male detective.  
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